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Free and open source • Firefox Add-On BlockTube v1.0.0.0 • January 29, 2019 • maintained by ddlucero Requires: • Firefox 4 or later Firefox add-ons are small applications downloaded from the Internet that add new features or enhance your experience on Firefox. Modify settings You can disable the addon with the menu button (☰) on the toolbar. About BlockTube The addon was created and published on January
29th, 2019. You can find out more about the addon's author and his work on his Github page, or you can talk to him in #BlockTube on the Mozilla Community Slack. This add-on is distributed as freeware. You can redistribute it with the same licenses as the official Firefox add-ons. License and More Information This add-on is distributed under the Mozilla Public License. See the LICENSE file for more

information.Asians can be viewed as one of the largest ethnic groups in the world with the country making up around 20% of the world’s population. The origin of Asians can be traced back to a part of Africa as they have strong roots in the continent. In addition, Asians have their own language and physical features. In simple terms, Asians are a subcategory of the human population and a diverse ethnic group with their
own identity and origin. In this article, we will be discussing about the people who can be classified as Asians but, at the same time, it will also highlight the difference between Asian Indians and Asians. This will be one of the most in-depth articles on this topic. Who Are Asians? A representative of Asian ethnicity is of Asian-Pacific Islander origin. However, the term Asian is more commonly used to refer to the

people from the continent of Asia. Generally speaking, Asian consists of the people whose family origin is located in the continent of Asia. When it comes to a definition of who can be regarded as an Asian, first and foremost, there are three main components that are considered in this case. These components are Living in the Asian continent Having an Asian descent and Having the physical features of an Asian. For
most Asians, their physical features are what set them apart. It is mostly the facial features of Asians
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* Protect your kids from harmful YouTube content (does not require "YouTube Kids"). * Block videos with the specified keyword. * Block channels with the specified channel ID. * Block comments with the specified comment ID. * Block videos with the specified duration. * Hide videos of a specified length. * Set "Trending" pages to private for your children. * Set playtime limits for your children. * Put the last
viewed video "last viewed" (needs the addon "Last viewed for Firefox" to work). * Hide playlist when playing. * Hide playlists when playing. * Show embeds of videos on the website. * Get message for your kids when watching YouTube videos. * Hide comments. * Block channels via the channel name. * Filter videos based on video title. * Filter videos based on title or body. * Filter videos based on comments. * Hide
"Trending" page when playing. * Hide "Trending" page when watching. * Remove the API key from the user/addons.js in the security preferences. * Set a maximum amount of videos, channels, comments or playtime. * Hide featured videos. * Hide search results. * Add custom URLs to the list of URLs to search. * Add keywords to the list of keywords to filter the search results. * Display the URL of the video instead
of the thumbnail in search results. * Hide the "Suggested Videos" in video playlists. * Hide playlists. * Hide comments. * Hide more channels via channel name. * Hide more videos via keywords. * Hide more comments via comment id. * Hide more videos via titles. * Hide more videos via title or body. * More... Access the screen sharing feature from within Windows to be able to provide remote support to your users.
By creating a remote session, you can assign specific users and users groups to certain machines, configure printers, deselect problematic computers from remote access and much more. Powerful and easy-to-use remote support software, which automates the process of user login to their Windows PC from a remote computer. It can be used from within a web browser and is designed to work both for free as well as paid

service users. Once logged in, users are presented with a screen sharing feature so they can view, close and interact with applications on remote computers. RS 09e8f5149f
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- No multiple videos - No multiple comments - No multiple users - No embeds - No autoplay - Restricted ads - Hides playing videos on: - Top videos - History - New videos - Related videos - Popular video - Trending videos - Popular searches - Trending searches - Popular channels - Trending channels - Popular comments - Trending comments - Public playlists - Hides videos longer than: - 10 minutes - 1 hour - 1 day -
1 week - 30 days Sign-up for our FREE Newsletter here! About the author I am a Content Marketer at Rare Medium. I write, edit and publish web articles (and web to print articles) on a variety of topics - including but not limited to digital marketing, entrepreneurship, technology, lifestyle, and entertainment. My articles have been featured on sites such as Entrepreneur, SHAPE, All You, Luxy Reminder, and
OneYardSquare. When not working at Rare Medium, I can be found blogging, reading, working out, and spending time with my family. A few years back, before the iPad, this was the most common technology people would use to watch TV. But people started using smartphones to watch TV. They also use other devices such as ipods, xboxes, etc. Latest Tweets from Rare Medium The content published on this site is
presented to you AS IS for your convenience. Rare Medium does not guarantee the accuracy, reliability, and timeliness of the content published on this site. Use the information found here at your own risk.Luxury car rental in Bangor Maine Rent a car in Bangor and explore the charm and beauty of the downtown area A lot of tourists love coming to Bangor Maine. There are several reasons why you would love this
beautiful location to visit as well as have fun. One great thing about visiting the downtown area is its beauty and charm. You will have an experience of seeing art from its galleries. You can enjoy shopping at several places like: The Bangor Mall, Bangor Waterfront Historic District, Bangor Plaza, Bangor Mall, and many other. There are also museums and art galleries that you can visit. You can visit the Downtown
Transportation Station as well, which has been serving the people and tourists for years now. Traveling in the luxury rental vehicle from Armstrong

What's New In BlockTube?

YouTube is the largest video sharing platform and most of its users are children under 18. Children are often using YouTube without parents' knowledge and often watch inappropriate content. Some videos are even the most popular among children. What should you do as a parent to protect your children? The BlockTube addon will add a filter group to the YouTube Search page to filter the content your children see. If
you set a certain keyword, specific channel, comments or length, they will not see any content with those filter rules. For example, you can block videos your children are watching from the most popular channels on YouTube. You can deactivate the Trending page to block the most popular videos children are watching. The child will not see them anymore, as if they don't exist. You can also limit the amount of time a
child can spend watching YouTube, as long as it is not more than 10 minutes per day. The addon is simple and fast to setup. It is integrated into the Firefox search bar so you don't need to install anything to use it. Leave feedback on the addon's website and send me your thoughts. One last thing, if you're looking for a solution to block YouTube content in the browser that is built into the OS, you should also check out
Net Nanny. It's free and, since it is built directly into the Firefox browser, it is a fast and easy way to block online content while still being available on the browser's interface. Links: Official website How to install in your browser Add-on repositories How to use it? Live example of the addon in action All you need to do is type the keyword you want to filter content for, and press Enter or click on the block link. The
list of filtered videos and, you guessed it, comments won't be visible on the site anymore.The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has joined warring opposition parties in Nigeria to demand the immediate release of an over 30-year-old nun who has allegedly been kidnapped by suspected kidnappers. The life-long nun, Reverend Obiora Nicholas, is a leading peace activist in the country and runs an NGO which works with
local communities to protect children from violence, sexual abuse and gender inequality. Her NGO Nkalikaya, has reportedly been collating evidence of widespread human rights abuses in military barracks across the country and at the same time calling for the mobilisation of a nationwide protest movement.
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System Requirements For BlockTube:

1. Hard disk space: 20 GB 2. Memory: 3 GB 3. Processor: Intel Pentium 4 (2.4GHz) or AMD Athlon 64 (2.0GHz) or AMD Phenom (2.0GHz) with at least 2 GB of memory 4. 1024×768 screen resolution 5. DirectX 9 compatible sound card 6. Operating system: Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7 7. DirectX 9.0 compatible video card (for best results) 8
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